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Barossa Valley
Old-Vine Shiraz
2016

The “Top Dog”, the “Leader of the Pack”, the “Mutt’s N*ts”, the “Dog’s B*ll*ocks”. This is FENRIR, 
the biggest, baddest dog we could find! 

The Story
In Norse mythology, FENRIR is a monstrous wolf beyond compare! His parents were the god 
Loki and the giantess Angrboda - mighty and formidable sources of power and reputation.   

The gods themselves kept watch over FENRIR, and his siblings (Hel and Jörmungandr) due to 
their parents. Hel, as her name suggests, was consigned to the underworld while the serpent 
Jörmungandr was thrown into the sea. However, while there, he grew to such a size that he 
wrapped himself around the entire world! But enough of them, onto FENRIR’s fate...

FENRIR grew and grew and was destined to kill the king of the gods, Odin. There was such fear 
amongst the inhabitants of Asgard that they bound FENRIR beneath the earth for eternity. 
FENRIR was too strong for each set of fetters they tried. That was until the dwarves crafted a 
set using such things as the sound of a cat’s feet, a woman’s beard and a fish’s breath. Finally, 
FENRIR met his match.

Come the end of days, the fated Ragnarök, FENRIR will escape and finally claim his prize!

The Wine
The fruit is from the finest we could lay our paws on in the Barossa: Matt and Deb Poole’s 
ancient, old vine, Barossa Valley Shiraz. All hand-picked, this is the only fruit deemed worthy of 
our FENRIR, there are only two barrels - 750 bottles - in existence. 

The grapes were destemmed and fermented in a small open top fermenter. During the 
fermentation, this was hand-plunged three times a day and kept on its skins for 14 days to 
ensure maximum colour and extraction. The wine was then pressed and drained into two, new, 
American oak hogsheads for 24 months of barrel aging perfection. 

Tasting Note 
A blood-curdling bark and earth-shattering bite: our monstrous canine of a wine provides a 
staggering mouthful packed with deep spice, an elegant leather and tobacco collar with a core 
of silky blackcurrant compote, roast redcurrants and ripe figs.

Grapes: Shiraz
Alcohol (abv): 15.5%
Total Acidity: 6.05 g/l

Residual Sugar: 2.70 g/l
Wine pH: 3.72
Cellar Potential: Eternity...


